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The local moment formation in one-dimensional �1D� systems is investigated in the framework of a gener-
alized gradient approximation to density-functional theory �DFT�. The electronic and magnetic properties of
Co and Ni impurities in finite Cu wires are determined as a function of experimentally relevant parameters such
as wire length, impurity-host distance, impurity position within the wire, and total spin polarization Sz. Results
are given for the interatomic equilibrium distances, relative stability of different total spin configurations, local
magnetic moments in both Wigner-Seitz and Bader cells, electronic density of states at the impurity, and
induced magnetic moments in the 1D metal including their coupling with the impurity. The calculations show
that the optimal total spin polarization is one above the minimal value. In fact, for chains having an even
number of Cu atoms, the ground-state total spin is Sz=1 for Ni-doped wires and Sz=3 /2 for Co-doped wires.
Both Co and Ni impurities preserve their magnetic degree of freedom and develop large local magnetic
moments in all low-lying spin configurations �Sz�5 /2�. These almost completely saturated impurity moments
are largely dominated by the d-electron contributions. In the ground-state the magnetic coupling between the
impurity and the induced moments at the host atoms is ferromagneticlike. Thus, the local exchange energy
dominates over hybridization and spin-fluctuation effects, at least in the framework of the present approxima-
tion to DFT. The local density of electronic states �LDOS� at the impurity is found to have essentially d
character in the whole valence-band range. Large exchange splittings consistent with saturated d moments are
observed, which imply a full minority-spin polarization of the LDOS at the Fermi energy �F. A remarkable
correlation is revealed between the rotational symmetry and the degree of delocalization of the impurity states
close to �F. Trends as a function of the local atomic environment are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Low-dimensional nanostructures constitute a vast re-
search area with multiple subfields and a truly multidisci-
plinary character. Strong electron-correlation effects and in
particular magnetism are one of its most interesting and chal-
lenging topics. Over the past years a remarkably intense ac-
tivity has developed in this context, which ranges from ex-
perimental and theoretical basic investigations all over to
materials-science studies geared to technological
applications.1,2 Recent progress in atomic manipulation by
scanning tunneling microscopy �STM� and diffusion-
controlled aggregation has opened the way to the preparation
of a variety of nanostructures at surfaces including small
particles, one-dimensional �1D� wires and two-dimensional
islands of various sizes, structures and chemical
compositions.3–15 The experimental investigations performed
on these atom-by-atom engineered structures have revealed a
number of amazing effects such as the enhancement of or-
bital magnetism and magnetic anisotropy,3,4 long-range
atomic ordering of adatoms,5–7 magnetization reversal and
spin reorientation transitions in deposited clusters,8,9 as well
as noncollinear spin arrangements, quantum confinement and
self-alignment of magnetic moments in nanowires.10–15 Low-
dimensional magnetic nanostructures define therefore a re-
markable scenario where a number of current fundamental
experimental and theoretical interests merge.

In solids, transition-metal �TM� and rare-earth compounds
show fascinating properties, such as Kondo, intermediate-

valence, or heavy-fermion behaviors, which are intrinsically
related to the localized character of the d or f electrons and
to their interactions with the conduction-band states.16 The
unconventional properties of such strongly correlated sys-
tems reflect the competition between the tendency of elec-
trons to delocalize, in order to form chemical bonds and
energy bands, and the resulting local charge fluctuations,
which increase the Coulomb-repulsion energy and which fa-
vor the formation of localized states. A typical manifestation
of this interplay is the presence of small energy scales in the
excitation spectrum that lead to striking low-temperature
properties.17,18 Clearly, the reduction in dimensionality found
in nanostructures �e.g., clusters, wires or surfaces� can dras-
tically modify and eventually suppress these phenomena.
The environment dependent changes in the impurity-host hy-
bridizations, in the electronic density of conduction states
near the Fermi level, or in the interatomic distances and lat-
tice structure are expected to alter the conditions for the sta-
bility of local magnetic moments, the type of magnetic cou-
pling between the impurity and the metal host, as well as the
relevant spin-fluctuation energy scales. In past years the con-
sequences of confinement and of the discreteness of the en-
ergy spectrum have been investigated theoretically by con-
sidering the single-impurity Anderson model19 in quantum
boxes20 and small clusters.21,22 More recently, a number of
experimental and theoretical studies have been devoted to
the magnetic behavior of Co impurities in Cu chains,12,13

islands,23 and surfaces.24,25 These have renewed the interest
in the problem of local moment formation and quantum spin
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fluctuations in 1D nanostructures. Besides exploring the
usual dependence of the spin-polarized electronic density
and of the single-particle electronic spectrum on size and
dimensionality, one would like to understand the conse-
quences of changing the local atomic environment on the
degree of localization of the impurity states. This is expected
to profoundly affect the subtle many-body phenomena be-
hind the spin-excitation spectrum even at a qualitative level,
for example, concerning the behavior of the ground-state and
of the low-lying excitations. In this context, DFT is undoubt-
edly the most successful first-principles approach for eluci-
dating the ground-state properties of magnetic materials. Yet,
the functionals at our disposal are known to be fallible. For
example, the ordering of the energy levels as a function of
the total spin may be distorted by unavoidable mean-field
and symmetry-breaking approximations. Nevertheless, it is
very important to investigate the development of local mag-
netic moments in nanostructures and the magnetic coupling
between the impurity and the metal host in the framework of
DFT. Besides their specific theoretical interest, such studies
provide the basis for any further developments in the direc-
tion of many-body spin fluctuations and Kondo-type screen-
ing.

The purpose of this paper is to survey the electronic and
magnetic properties of magnetic impurities in simple-metal
nanowires, taking Co- and Ni-doped monoatomic Cu chains
as particularly relevant examples. To this aim we have per-
formed a series of first-principles calculations in the frame-
work of DFT by considering finite monoatomic wires having
N�13 atoms. The main details of the computational proce-
dure are given in Sec. II while the actual results are presented
in Sec. III. Here we discuss the relative stability of the rel-
evant lowest-energy spin-configurations, the corresponding
magnetic moment at the impurity atom and their coupling
with the moments induced at the simple-metal host, the en-
vironment dependence of the local electronic structure, as
well as the dependence of the magnetic moments and bond-
length relaxation on the position of the impurity within the
wire. Finally, in Sec. IV the main trends are summarized
together with a brief outlook on interesting future extensions.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The calculations reported in the present work have been
performed in the framework of Hohenberg-Kohn-Sham’s
�KS� density-functional theory,26 as implemented in the Vi-
enna ab initio simulation package �VASP�.27 The exchange
and correlation energy-functional is treated by using Perdew
and Wang’s spin-polarized generalized-gradient approxima-
tion �GGA�.28 In the program VASP the spin-polarized Kohn-
Sham equations are solved in an augmented plane-wave ba-
sis set, taking into account the interaction between valence
electrons and ionic cores by using the projector-augmented
wave �PAW� method.29 This is an efficient frozen-core all-
electron approach, which takes into account the proper nodes
of the valence KS orbitals in the core region and the resulting
effects on the electronic structure and magnetic properties.
For the present calculations on 3d TM compounds, the de-
fault PAW potentials were generated by keeping the 4s, 4p,
and 3d orbitals as valence electrons.

The electronic and magnetic properties of magnetic impu-
rities in 1D wires have been studied by considering a series
of finite monoatomic Cu chains, in which a Ni or Co impu-
rity occupies various substitutional positions. Different kinds
of magnetic couplings between the impurity and the 1D
metal host are investigated by taking into account all relevant
low-lying spin solutions of the KS equations. These corre-
spond to the most stable values of the total spin polarization
Sz= �N↑−N↓� /2, where N↑�N↓� refers to the number of up
�down� electrons. Depending on the value of Sz one observes
parallel or antiparallel arrangements of the local magnetic
moments of the impurity and of the surrounding noble-metal
atoms. In practice, the calculations are performed for Sz=0,
1, and 2 in CumNiCun, and for Sz=1 /2, 3/2, and 5/2 in
CumCoCun. For simplicity we focus on even numbers m+n
of Cu atoms in the wire �m+n�12�. For each chain length
and spin configuration, we consider a rectangular periodic
cell whose dimensions are large enough so that the interac-
tion between the images of the wire can be neglected. The
typical distance between images in the present calculations is
larger than 10 Å. The atomic positions are relaxed self-
consistently keeping the 1D constraint, until the Hellmann-
Feynman forces Fi

� on each atom i almost vanish. In practice
we assume that this condition is met when �Fi

� �
�0.01 eV /Å for all i. The electronic calculations are per-
formed at a standard level of precision. In particular the de-
fault value of the energy cutoff of the plane waves is E
=274 eV.30 It should be also noted that the high symmetry
of the chains introduces some difficulties in the convergence
of the KS orbitals and eigenenergies near the Fermi level.
For this reason special attention has been paid to the choice
of the parameter � by which the discrete energy levels are
smeared.31 Several calculations are in fact performed by re-
ducing � systematically until the residual contribution of the
entropy to the total energies is less 10−2 meV per atom. This
is consistent with the convergence criterion for the electronic
part.30

The wire properties are determined as a function of length
by considering both symmetric and nonsymmetric impurity
positions. In each case, we determine the relative stability of
the low-lying spin states by computing the magnetic excita-
tion energy �Em�Sz�=E�Sz�−E�Sz

0� with respect to the
ground-state spin Sz

0. Other relevant quantities for the analy-
sis of the electronic properties are the local atomic charges �i
and magnetic moments �i. These are calculated by consider-
ing both the Wigner-Seitz �WS� sphere and the Bader cell as
integration volumes for each atom i.32 The WS sphere, cen-
tered at the atomic position, takes into account mainly the
localized part of the charge and magnetic moment. In order
to be able to compare the results for different wire length and
impurity positions, we consider the same WS radius in all the
calculations: RWS=1.312, 1.286, and 1.302 Å for Cu, Ni,
and Co, respectively. The Bader basin has been determined
following the atoms in molecules approach32 by using the
numerical algorithm developed by Henkelman.33 Let us re-
call that a point r��R3 belongs to the Bader basin or cell of
atom i, if one reaches the atomic position R� i by starting from
r� and by following the gradient of the self-consistent elec-
tronic density n�r��. Notice that the union of the Bader cells
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of all atoms cover R3. In contrast to the WS cell, the Bader
volume associated to an atom depends on its position in the
system. It bares little or no relation to the volume per atom,
specially at low-coordinated sites. Bader’s method takes
properly into account spill-off effects, the interstitial contri-
butions of the charge density, as well as the environment-
dependent local symmetry. However, the results cannot be
easily projected on spherical harmonics. It is therefore diffi-
cult to discern between s, p, and d contributions to the local
moments. The average within Bader cells gives only infor-
mation on the participation of each atom i as a whole. The
same holds for other electronic properties that are meaning-
fully projected according to the rotational symmetry of the
different local orbitals �. A particularly relevant property is
the orbital- and spin-projected local density of states �LDOS�
	i��. Within the WS sphere this is defined as

	i����� = �
k

��
i���k��WS�2��� − �k�� , �1�

where �k� and �k� stand for the KS orbitals and eigenener-
gies, 
i��r�� refers to the local orbital � at atom i ��=s, p,
and d�, and the overlap �
i� ��k��WS is computed by consid-
ering the WS cell as integration volume. Local properties
computed in the WS or PAW spheres and in the Bader cells
yield thus useful complementary informations.

III. RESULTS

This section presents the results of a series of first-
principles calculations on Cu wires doped with a single Ni or
Co impurity. After discussing the behavior of symmetric
chains we focus on the magnetization profiles, the magnetic
order and the local electronic structure. Finally, we investi-
gate the dependence of the electronic and magnetic proper-
ties on bond-length relaxation, as well as the role of the
impurity position within the wire.

A. Relaxed CumNiCum and CumCoCum chains

We consider a magnetic impurity in a symmetric position
at the center of the chain and explore the properties of the
wire as a function of the number m of Cu atoms at each side
of the impurity. In Figs. 1 and 2 results are given for repre-
sentative electronic, magnetic, and structural properties of
CumNiCum and CumCoCum chains. This includes the relative
stability or spin-excitation energy �Em=E�Sz�−E�Sz

0� be-
tween the lowest state having total spin polarization Sz and
the ground state, the corresponding local magnetic moments
�� at the impurity ��=Ni or Co�, and the optimized inter-
atomic distances between the impurity and the Cu nearest
neighbors �NN�. First of all one observes that for all consid-
ered chain lengths the most stable total spin is Sz

0=1 in
CumNiCum and Sz

0=3 /2 in CumCoCum. This corresponds to
the polarization of one electron above the minimal-spin state
having Sz=0 or 1/2, the latter being in general the second-
best spin configuration. Only for Co-doped wires and m4
we find that the Sz=5 /2 state has nearly the same energy or
is slightly more stable than the Sz=1 /2 state. In general the
chain length m does not affect neither the relative ordering of

the different Sz states nor the ground-state configuration. In
the case of Ni there are interesting even-odd oscillations of
�Em, which can be correlated with the oscillations of the
NiCu distance dNiCu. The weak dependence of E�0�−E�1� in
Ni-doped chains and of E�1 /2�−E�3 /2� in Co-doped chains
as a function of m suggests that the energy associated to a
change in Sz is the result of a localized change in the mag-
netic coupling between the impurity and the surrounding s
electrons. In contrast, the excitation energies to higher-spin
states, �Em=E�2�−E�1� for Ni and �Em=E�5 /2�−E�3 /2�
for Co, are significantly enhanced particularly for small m.
The rapid decrease in these high-spin excitation energies is
mainly a consequence of the length dependence of the gap in
the single-particle spectrum of the chains. It can be shown
that the spin excitation from Sz=1 �3/2� to Sz=2 �5/2� for
Ni-doped �Co-doped� chains is essentially the result of the
promotion of the highest occupied minority-spin electron to
the first unoccupied majority-spin level within the Cu con-
duction band. Consequently, as m increases the gap is re-
duced roughly as �Em�1 /m. Moreover, the quantitative val-
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FIG. 1. �Color online� Electronic, magnetic, and structural prop-
erties of symmetric CumNiCum wires as a function of m: �a� mag-
netic excitation energy �Em=E�Sz�−E�Sz

0� with respect to the
ground state having Sz

0=1. �b� Local magnetic moment at the Ni
atom within the WS sphere �full lines� and within the Bader atomic
cell �dotted lines�. �c� Equilibrium interatomic distance dNiCu be-
tween the Ni impurity and its Cu nearest neighbors. Circles refer to
Sz=0, crosses to Sz=1, and dots to Sz=2. The lines connecting the
points are a guide to the eyes.
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ues of �Em are very similar in the case of Ni �Fig. 1�a�� and
Co impurity �Fig. 2�a��. This is consistent with the fact that
the corresponding single-particle gaps in CumNiCum,
CumCoCum, and Cu2m+1 are similar. For instance, for
m=1 and �m=2� one obtains �Em=2.1 �0.65�, 2.0 �0.9�, and
2.1 �1.2� eV for CumNiCum, CumCoCum, and Cu2m+1, respec-
tively.

The local magnetic moments at the impurity have been
determined by considering two different integration volumes
as described in Sec. II The first one is the WS sphere, which
takes into accounts the localized part of the magnetic mo-
ment, and the second one is the Bader atomic cell,32 which
respects the symmetry of the lattice and includes both inter-
stitial and spill-off contributions. In the ground state �Sz=1�
the value of the local moment �Ni

WS in the WS sphere remains
always above 1�B showing significant even-odd oscillations.
In fact, �Ni

WS is larger for even m than for odd m �see crosses
with full line in Fig. 1�b��. This corresponds to a maximal
polarization of the Ni d shell, whose average occupation �d
within the WS sphere oscillates as a function of m. For in-

stance, �d=7.95 ��=8.56� and �d=1.45�B for m=4 while
�d=8.30 ��=8.91� and �d=1.11�B for m=5. Notice that the
total number of electrons � in the WS sphere follows the
same trend. In contrast, the impurity moment in the Bader
cell �Ni

B is essentially independent of m, showing no sign of
even-odd alternations. For odd m �Ni

B is very close to �Ni
WS

while for even m the latter are significantly enhanced by
about 0.2–0.4�B. This behavior can be understood by ana-
lyzing the shape of the delocalized s-like orbitals close to the
Fermi energy and the charge transfer between s and d orbit-
als. The relative large values of �Ni

WS in CumNiCum with m
=2, 4, and 6 are the result of a d to s charge transfer. The
resulting increase in the number of d holes enhances the
magnetic moment in the WS sphere, which has an essentially
localized d character. The transferred d electrons for even m
�typically ��d	0.4� are minority electrons that occupy de-
localized states in the interstitial and spill-off regions associ-
ated to the impurity atom. In this case the d to s charge
transfer occurs mainly locally at the impurity site �within the
Bader cell�. Therefore, the extra minority s electrons yield a
negative contribution to �Ni

B , which compensates the en-
hancement of the localized part, so that essentially no even-
odd alternations in �Ni

B are observed.
The previous oscillatory behavior of the localized d im-

purity moment is not present in the case of Co-doped wires.
As shown in Fig. 2�b� the Co moment in the WS cell shows
a very weak dependence on m. Quantitatively, �Co

WS	2.3�B
in the lowest energy Sz=3 /2 state, which corresponds to an
almost complete polarization of the d shell. The Bader mo-
ment �Co

B is always about 0.2–0.3�B larger than �Co
WS for all

considered Sz�5 /2. This implies that the more delocalized
electrons beyond the WS radius of the Co atom always align
parallel to the impurity moment. Moreover, the relatively
strong spin polarization of the Co atom is not much affected
by any changes in the hybridization or in the shape of the
delocalized electron density. Increasing the total spin polar-
ization to Sz=5 /2 yields, as expected, an increase in both
�Co

WS and �Co
B . However, the enhancement of the impurity

moments ���	0.1–0.2�B� amounts only to a small part of
the increase in the total spin polarization.

Concerning the high-spin �HS� states �Sz=2 or 5/2� one
observes that the wire-length dependence of the Ni or Co
impurity moment is much weaker than in the ground state.
Moreover, the Bader moments are in this case always larger
that the WS moments. This indicates that the details of the
electronic structure and hybridizations are not so important
for large Sz since the delocalize electrons are also strongly
polarized. Notice that in the low-spin �LS� solutions �Sz=0 or
1/2� the length dependence of the local moments is different
from the one found in the other spin states. For Ni one ob-
serves strong even-odd oscillations of �Ni as a function of m.
For odd m a localized impurity moment of about 1�B is
obtained in both the WS and Bader cells while for even m
the Ni moment is nearly quenched. The origin of these os-
cillations can be traced back to the length dependence of the
KS spectrum. The crucial point is the relative stability be-
tween xy and x2−y2 states, which are quite localized at the
impurity atom, and the xz, yz, or 3z2−r2 states, which are
delocalized throughout the whole wire. For even m a
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FIG. 2. �Color online� Electronic, magnetic, and structural prop-
erties of symmetric CumCoCum wires as a function of m: �a� mag-
netic excitation energy �Em=E�Sz�−E�Sz

0� with respect to the
ground state having Sz

0=3 /2. �b� Local magnetic moment at the Co
atom within the WS sphere �full lines� and within the Bader atomic
cell �dotted lines�. �c� Equilibrium interatomic distance dCoCu be-
tween the Co impurity and its Cu nearest neighbors. Circles refer to
Sz=1 /2, crosses to Sz=3 /2, and dots to Sz=5 /2. The lines connect-
ing the points are a guide to the eyes.
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minority-spin localized Ni d state with xy symmetry is occu-
pied and therefore �Ni is nearly quenched. In contrast, for
odd m, this localized minority-spin orbital lies above �F.
Consequently, the lack of the corresponding minority-spin
density enhances �Ni to values close to 1�B.

A reduction in the impurity magnetic moment is also ob-
served in short CumCoCum chains �m�3� where �Co
	1.5–1.7�B. Nevertheless, as m increases �m4� the Co
impurity reaches its saturated value more rapidly than in the
case of Ni. This behavior can be interpreted by noting that
for small m it is energetically unfavorable to polarize the
amount of delocalized electrons that would be necessary to
compensate a strong Co moment in the LS state. Therefore,
selfconsistency is achieved by reducing �Co. For larger
chains, however, it is easier to polarize the delocalized elec-
trons since the energy gaps in the conduction band are
smaller �higher DOS�. Thus, the impurity can preserve its
full magnetic moment, giving rise to an antiferromagnetic
�AF� kind of coupling between the impurity and the conduc-
tion states.

In part �c� of Figs. 1 and 2 the equilibrium NN distances
dNiCu and dCoCu between the impurity and the Cu host are
given as a function of wire length. For small m one finds
important even-odd oscillations, which eventually tend to
disappear as m increases. Putting these oscillations aside, one
observes that dNiCu and dCoCu decrease with decreasing m, as
long as the spin polarization is not too large �i.e., for Sz
�3 /2�. Here the hybridization and bonding effects are most
important. This reflects a tendency to stronger sd bonding
that is well-known from finite-cluster studies.21 On the other
side, in the HS states, the opposite trend is observed, namely,
larger impurity-host distances for the shortest chains. This
corresponds to a weaker bond strength in magnetic configu-
rations where the spins of the delocalized electrons align
parallel to the impurity moment. A similar spin-dependent
trend in the impurity-host NN distance has been observed in
small Cu clusters doped with magnetic impurities.21

B. Magnetization profiles

The local magnetic moments �i at different atoms i have
been determined in order to quantify the magnetic coupling
between the impurity and the Cu atoms for the most stable
values of the total spin polarization Sz. In this way the nature
of the spin-density distribution induced by the impurity in
the simple-metal 1D host can be inferred. In Figs. 3 and 4
results are given for �i inside the Bader cells of representa-
tive CumNiCum and CumCoCum wires having m=4 and 5. In
the ground-state configuration �Sz=1� Ni-doped wires show a
strong localized moment at the impurity �Ni

B = �1.2–1.4� �B,
which is actually larger than the value expected for Ni in a
3d9 electronic configuration �see Fig. 3�. For m=4 this is the
result of an even larger d moment localized in the WS
sphere, which is partly compensated by the more delocalized
spin density beyond the WS radius. In contrast, for m=5 the
impurity moment is essentially given by the spin density
localized within the WS sphere. The charge distribution
within the wire provides further insight on the quantitative
values of local magnetic moments. In Table I the total elec-

tronic charge and magnetic moment integrated within the
Bader cell of the impurity are reported. A tendency to charge
transfer from the Ni impurity to the Cu host is observed, in
particular for odd m �0.1–0.2 electrons�. The reduction in the
number of d electrons is in general stronger. Consequently,
the large number of d holes allows the development of spin
polarizations which appreciably surpass typical Ni values.

It should be also noted that the Ni moment is well below
the 2�B total spin polarization of the wire �Sz=1�. This im-
plies that the Cu atoms are also polarized, showing a parallel
ferromagneticlike coupling with the Ni moment. In fact the
Cu �i are comparable to the moments found in pure Cu
chains with an odd number of atoms and Sz=1 /2. See the
dashed lines with triangles in Fig. 3. Although the �i of the
Cu atoms are very small, they amount altogether to about
0.75�B. If one increases the total spin polarization to Sz=2,
the Ni moment is moderately increased by an amount com-
parable to the enhancement of �i in the Cu cells. Moreover,
the magnetization profile for Sz=2 is ferromagneticlike,
quantitatively similar to the ground-state one, but with larger
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Cu polarizations �see Fig. 3�. This confirms the idea that the
Ni moment is essentially saturated already in the Sz=1 state,
and that the spin excitation from Sz=1 to Sz=2 corresponds
to an electron-hole excitation in the delocalized band of the
Cu host.

In the case of CumCoCum wires the trends are similar to
those found in CumNiCum. The main difference is that the Co
impurity develops a more important localized magnetic mo-
ments which gives the largest part of the spin polarization of
the chain. The Cu atoms have therefore smaller magnetic
moments in both the Sz=3 /2 and Sz=5 /2 states. The trend to
very large Co moments, well beyond 2�B, can be understood
by looking at the charge distribution. As shown in Table I,
there is a significant charge transfer �0.2–0.4 electrons� from
the Co impurity to the Cu atoms, which is actually even
stronger if one considers the d electron charge. The larger
number of d holes and the fact that these are fully polarized
explains the significant enhancement of the local Co mo-
ments.

A qualitatively different behavior is found in the LS solu-
tions. In fact, the most remarkable feature found for Sz=0 in
CumNiCum and for Sz=1 /2 in CumCoCum is the change from
FM to AF magnetic coupling between the impurity and the
host atoms. This is consistent with the tendency to develop a
strong local magnetic moment at the impurity while keeping
the constraint of minimal total moment. One may further
notice that the Ni impurity shows a more subtle dependence
on the parity of m than Co. For Sz=0 and even m the Ni
moment is significantly quenched as a result of hybridiza-
tions �e.g., �Ni=0.37�B in Cu4NiCu4� while for odd m a
strong local Ni moment is found �e.g., �Ni=1.01�B in
Cu5NiCu5, see Fig. 3�. As already discussed, these finite-size
even-odd alternations are a consequence of the symmetry of
the KS orbitals at Fermi energy, on which the Ni moments
depend strongly. In contrast, the Co moments are not only
larger but also more robust, showing in general a much
weaker dependence on wire length, even in the LS state �m
4�.

It should be finally noted that both Ni and Co impurities
induce magnetic moment on the Cu atoms, which oscillate as
a function of the distance to the impurity. The size of the Cu
moments is actually quite larger than in the case of pure
Cu2m+1 chains having Sz=1 /2. It is also interesting to note
that the phase of these oscillations �i.e., whether a Cu atom

has larger or smaller �i than its neighbors� depends on Sz and
on the distance to the wire edge. However, it seems to be
independent of the particular 3d magnetic impurity �Ni or
Co� and on the wire length m provided that the wire edge is
taken as reference �see Figs. 3 and 4�.

C. Local electronic structure

Further details on the electronic structure of the wires and
on the microscopic origin of the impurity magnetic degree of
freedom can be obtained by analyzing the LDOS. In Figs. 5
and 6 the total and d-electron LDOS at the impurity WS
sphere are shown for CumNiCum and CumCoCum wires in the
ground-state magnetic configuration �m=4 and 5�. The domi-
nant role played by the d-electron states is clearly illustrated
by the fact that the total and d-electron LDOS are nearly
indistinguishable. Both Ni and Co show important exchange
splittings and a completely filled majority d band. This im-
plies that the impurity has an essentially saturated d moment.
As already discussed, the electronic configuration is qualita-
tively not very far from d9s1 for Ni and d8s1 for Co. How-
ever, there are clear signs of charge transfer from the impu-
rity to the Cu atoms, which leads to an increase in the
number of d holes and of the impurity moment beyond 1�B
for Ni and 2�B for Co �see Table I�. Furthermore, the nearly
100% spin polarization of the impurity states at the Fermi
energy �only minority d states� should be detectable by
means of spin-polarized scanning tunnel spectroscopy

TABLE I. Local electronic charge � and magnetic moment � in
the Bader �Wigner-Seitz� cell of the magnetic impurity in
CumNiCum and CumCoCum wires.

m

CumNiCum CumCoCum

� � � �

1 9.82 �9.01� 1.42 �1.14� 8.58 �7.73� 2.77 �2.41�
2 9.98 �8.66� 1.30 �1.49� 8.79 �7.79� 2.55 �2.30�
3 9.80 �8.91� 1.19 �1.18� 8.63 �7.77� 2.52 �2.29�
4 9.97 �8.56� 1.20 �1.55� 8.82 �7.78� 2.45 �2.27�
5 9.88 �8.91� 1.42 �1.17� 8.66 �7.78� 2.47 �2.26�
6 9.80 �8.57� 1.31 �1.52� 8.71 �7.79� 2.51 �2.25�
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FIG. 5. �Color online� Spin-polarized LDOS at the impurity
atom in �a� Cu4NiCu4 and �b� Cu4CoCu4 wires as a function of the
energy � relative to the Fermi energy �F. Results are given for the
total LDOS �full curves� and for the d-electron LDOS �dotted
curves�. Positive �negative� values correspond to majority �minor-
ity� spin. The numbers label the minority-spin states k which are
illustrated in Table II.
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�SP-STS� particularly by taking advantage of the spatial res-
olution and the contrast to the weakly polarized Cu atoms
�see also Figs. 3 and 4�.

The differences in the majority and minority spectra of the
impurity are quite remarkable. While the minority impurity d
band is extremely narrow �Wd↓	0.5 eV in Cu5NiCu5 and
Wd↓	0.9 eV in Cu5CoCu5� the majority band is signifi-
cantly broader �Wd↑	3.0 eV in Cu5NiCu5 and Wd↑
	3.4 eV in Cu5CoCu5�. Actually, the latter should still be
regarded as narrow, due to the reduced dimensionality and
coordination number. These differences reflect a different de-
gree of hybridization and participation in the bonding of spin
up and spin down impurity orbitals. The non-negligible
width of the majority d band suggests that these orbitals are
indeed involved in binding and charge fluctuations, at least
according to DFT. Comparing Ni- and Co-doped chains one
observes a somewhat narrower d band in the former case,
particularly for the minority states. It would be interesting to
contrast these trends with SP-STS experiments.

A further remarkable finding is the 100% minority-spin
polarization of the impurity at the Fermi energy. The spin-
density distributions of the corresponding minority states
close to �F of the Cu5CoCu5 chain are given in Table II.
These results are also representative of Ni-doped chains as
well as of other chain lengths. First of all, one observes that
the impurity d orbital always play a central role close to �F.
Therefore, the ordering and occupation of these states are
most relevant for the magnetic behavior. An analysis of the

rotational symmetry of the KS orbitals and of the corre-
sponding degree of delocalization within the chain reveals a
remarkable correlation. While the xz, yz, and z2−3r2 states
are delocalized throughout the chain, the xy and x2−y2 are
strongly localized at the impurity, involving only weak con-
tributions from the d orbitals of the NN Cu atoms �see Table
II�. This can be explained by noting that symmetry precludes
any hybridization between xy or x2−y2 impurity orbitals and
the Cu s or p orbitals. As shown in Table II the differences in
the degree of delocalization among the various states are
quantitatively important. Similar strong effects should be ob-
servable in STM experiments for different bias voltages. It
should be noted that the relative stability of the various states
near �F �i.e., the precise energy ordering� can depend on the
length of the chain and on the considered impurity �compare
Figs. 5 and 6�. However, the correlation between symmetry
and degree of delocalization holds in all cases.

D. Dependence on the interatomic distances

Real wires are not free standing but deposited on sub-
strates or eventually created as the result of stretching a tip-
surface contact in an STM experiment. In both cases, the
interaction with the environment introduces strain and
changes in the interatomic distances with respect to the op-
timal bond length. In order to investigate the effects of strain
on the electronic and magnetic properties of the wires, we
have performed calculations of the relative stability �Em of
the different total spin polarizations and of the corresponding
impurity moments �� ��=Ni or Co� as a function of the
interatomic distance d. For simplicity, all NN distances �be-
tween the impurity and the host, and between the Cu atoms�
are taken to be the same �dij =d for all NN ij�.

In Figs. 7 and 8 results are given for Cu4NiCu4 and
Cu4CoCu4 wires. First of all, one observes that the ground-
state total spin is quite robust. For all considered values of d
the lowest-energy spin configuration is Sz=1 for Ni-doped
chains and Sz=3 /2 for Co-doped chains. The excitation en-
ergy to the LS state �Sz=0 or 1/2� gives a measure of the

TABLE II. �Color online� Illustration of the charge-density dis-
tribution in the minority-spin orbitals �k↓ close to the Fermi energy
�F of Cu5CoCu5. The labeling k of the states is given in Fig. 6�b�.
The correlation between rotational symmetry �given in the right
column� and the degree of delocalization also applies to Ni-doped
chains as well as to other chain lengths �see also Figs. 5 and 6�.
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FIG. 6. �Color online� Spin-polarized LDOS at the impurity
atom in �a� Cu5NiCu5 and �b� Cu5CoCu5 wires as a function of the
energy � relative to the Fermi energy �F. Results are given for the
total LDOS �full curves� and for the d-electron LDOS �dotted
curves�. Positive �negative� values correspond to majority �minor-
ity� spin. The numbers label the minority-spin states k which are
illustrated in Table II.
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stability of FM versus AF-like coupling between the impu-
rity and the conduction electrons. It can therefore be re-
garded as an effective exchange coupling between the impu-
rity and Cu moments. �ELS=E�0,1 /2�−E�1,3 /2� shows a
non- monotonous behavior as a function of d, with a maxi-
mum near the interatomic distance yielding the lowest total
energy �dashed vertical line�. Qualitatively, this reflects the
interplay between the hybridizations and the local exchange
and correlation. On the one side, for long distances and van-
ishing hybridizations, the differences between FM and AF
coupling become immaterial and therefore �ELS decreases.
On the other side, for short d, the hybridizations start to
dominate, bonding and electron delocalization are favored,
which tends to stabilize the LS state. In contrast, the excita-
tion energy to the HS state �Sz=2 or 5/2� increases monoto-
nously with decreasing d, at least in the considered range.
This is consistent with previous results showing that increas-
ing the total spin beyond Sz=1 or 3/2 consists essentially in a
single-particle spin-excitation within the Cu conduction
band. In the present context the stronger hybridizations for
short d imply larger single-particle gaps, which increase
�EHS=E�2,5 /2�−E�1,3 /2�.

Concerning the impurity moments ��, one observes
nearly saturated �Ni and �Co for Sz1, which are essentially
unaffected by reasonable changes in d �see Figs. 7�b� and
8�b��. In most cases only a slight increase in �� is discerned
as we approach the atomic limit. In contrast, in the LS state
�Sz=0 or 1/2� the impurity moment is much more sensitive to

variations in the interatomic hybridization, particularly for
small distances where �� is far from saturation. The strong
increase in �Ni with increasing dNiCu can be understood as
the result of the interplay between the exchange interaction
at the impurity orbital and the hybridization of the latter with
its Cu NNs. As dNiCu increases, the overlap between the im-
purity d orbitals and the Cu s orbitals decreases. This reduces
the importance of the kinetic or bonding energy �hybridiza-
tion� relative to the local exchange energy, thus favoring the
formation of a local Ni moment. For a large dNiCu, as well as
for Sz=1 or Sz=2, the Ni moment reaches saturation ��d
	10−�d� and is therefore nearly independent of dNiCu.
Moreover, the usual stronger stability of magnetism in the
case of Co explains that even in the LS state �Co reaches
saturation faster than �Ni with increasing d. For Co this oc-
curs already for values below the equilibrium distance dCoCu
while for Ni the local moment saturates only for d2.8 Å.
It is only for these large distances that �Ni in the LS state
becomes comparable to the impurity moment in the ground
state or in the HS state. In sum, one concludes that the elec-
tronic and magnetic properties of the wires are qualitatively
robust. However, depending on the type of impurity and on
the considered property, the quantitative results may be
modified by strain and by the resulting changes in the inter-
atomic distances.

E. Role of the impurity position

Impurity position and wire symmetry can be manipulated
in experiment and could thus provide a means of tuning the
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properties of magnetic impurities in 1D systems. It is there-
fore interesting to investigate the electronic, structural, and
magnetic properties of doped chains as a function of the
position of the impurity within the wire. To this aim we have
performed calculations for chains having a fixed length and
varied the number of atoms m at one side of the impurity. To
be explicit we consider 12 Cu atoms and one Ni or Co im-
purity, so that the wires have the form CumNiCu12−m and
CumCoCu12−m, Thus, m=0 corresponds to the impurity at the
edge of the wire, and m=6 to the previously considered case
of the impurity at the center of the wire.

The results are summarized in Figs. 9 and 10. First of all,
one observes that the ground-state spin is the same for all
impurity positions. Moreover, there are no important quanti-
tative changes in the magnetic excitation energy �Em from
the ground state to the LS or HS states. However, the relative
stability of the different spin solutions shows some interest-
ing trends which deserve to be pointed out. In the case of Ni
the excitation energy to the LS state �ELS decreases slightly

as the impurity is moved from the center to edge of the wire
while the excitation energy to the HS state �EHS shows the
opposite trend. This reflects the environment dependence of
the spin polarizability of the Cu wire at different atomic po-
sitions. The effect could be related to changes in the NiCu
NN distance, which is shorter when the impurity occupies
the edge position than when it is at the center of the wire �see
Fig. 9�c��. As discussed in the previous section, shorter dis-
tances imply stronger hybridization, which tends to stabilize
the LS state and to destabilize the HS state. The reduction in
coordination number alone, i.e., the picture that at the edge
position the impurity approaches the atomic limit, does not
seem a plausible explanation since under this assumption one
would expect the gap between LS and HS states to be re-
duced �see also Fig. 7�.

In the case of Co-doped wires one observes an interesting
level crossing between the first and second excited spin-
states as a function of the impurity position. Let us recall,
that for symmetric not too short wires, the Sz=5 /2 configu-
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ration is slightly more stable than the Sz=1 /2 state. As we
move the impurity away from the center of the wire the LS
state tends to be stabilized with respect to the HS state and
eventually becomes more stable when the impurity occupies
the edge or near-edge position. This is in agreement with the
trend observed for Ni-doped wires. Moreover, one also ob-
serves oscillations of �EHS as a function of m, which appear
to correlate with similar oscillations in the impurity moment
within the Bader cell �compare Figs. 10�a� and 10�b��.

The dependence of the magnetic moment at the Ni or Co
atoms on the impurity position is found to be relatively weak
in absolute values, typically on the order of 5–10 %. This
holds in particular for Co, which confirms the robustness and
nearly saturated character of its magnetic moment. Compar-
ing central and edge positions in the LS state of Ni, a weak
tendency to an enhancement of the local moments can be
discerned. This is consistent with the enhancement of �Ni as
we approach the atomic limit, i.e., for increasing NN dis-
tance d, as shown in Fig. 7. Notice that the WS and Bader
moments follow similar trends in general, although the envi-
ronment dependence of the Bader moments is often some-
what stronger. Let us finally point out that the NN distance
around the impurity depends very weakly on the impurity
position, showing weak oscillations as a function of m. The
strongest effect is found when the impurity lies at the edge,
where a bond-length contraction of about 2% is observed.
Similar reductions in the NN distances are found in low-
coordinated small clusters.22

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

The electronic and magnetic properties of Co and Ni im-
purities in finite Cu wires have been investigated in the
framework of a generalized gradient approximation to
density-functional theory. The problem of local moment for-
mation in 1D systems has been analyzed in some detail from
a first-principles perspective. To this aim, a number of physi-
cal properties of the low-lying spin states have been deter-
mined as a function of experimentally relevant parameters
such as wire length, NN impurity-host distance and impurity
position within the wire. The discussion includes the relative
stability of the different total spin configurations, the local
impurity moment in both Wigner-Seitz and Bader cells, the
impurity-host equilibrium distance, the local electronic struc-
ture at the impurity, the induced magnetic moments in the 1D
metal host, as well as their order with respect to the impurity
moment.

The qualitatively most important outcome of the calcula-
tions is that the optimal total spin Sz is not minimal but one
above minimal. Indeed, for a broad range of considered
wires having an even number of Cu atoms we obtain that the
ground-state spin configuration is Sz=1 for Ni-doped wires
and Sz=3 /2 for Co-doped wires. Both Co and Ni impurities
preserve their magnetic degree of freedom and develop large,
nearly saturated local magnetic moments in all low-lying
spin configurations �Sz�5 /2�.

In the ground-state spin configuration �Sz=1 or 3/2� the
magnetic coupling between the impurity moment and the
moments induced at the host atoms is ferromagneticlike,
with no sign of spin fluctuations or Kondo screening. This
indicates that the local exchange energy dominates over the
hybridization and spin-fluctuation effects, at least within the
framework of the present GGA to DFT. This behavior is
found to be qualitatively very robust, as reflected by the ob-
tained dependences on bond-length and impurity position. It
should be also noted that the stability of the magnetic degree
of freedom is in general weaker for Ni than for Co. Conse-
quently, the former is more easily affected by changes in the
local atomic environment.

The results for the local density of electronic states at the
impurity atoms confirm that the impurity moments are
largely dominated by the d-electron contributions. Moreover,
a 100% minority-spin polarization of the electronic states at
the Fermi energy is observed. A more detailed analysis of the
corresponding d wave functions reveals a remarkable corre-
lation between the rotational symmetry and the degree of
delocalization of the impurity states, which should be detect-
able in STM experiments.

The present investigations deserve to be extended in a
number of new directions. It would be interesting to study
the magnetic interactions between two magnetic impurities
in a 1D host13 in order to quantify Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yoshida-type interactions as it has been done in the case of
Cu surfaces.5–7 Moreover, the effects of the interactions with
experimentally relevant insulating and metallic substrates
should be quantified. In fact, these can affect not only the
details of the wire geometry but also the wire electronic
structure, particularly in the case of metallic supports. More
extended calculations of additional electronic properties such
as spin-density profiles would also provide further possibili-
ties of contrasting theory and experiment.

From a more fundamental perspective, the interplay be-
tween local exchange and Kondo spin fluctuations should be
investigated in more detail, in order to achieve rigorous con-
clusions concerning the ground-state and low-lying spin con-
figurations. The inherent difficulties in describing dynamical
Kondo screening and the energy lowering associated to fluc-
tuations of the local spin degrees of freedom with the avail-
able exchange and correlation density functionals motivate
explicitly correlated studies going beyond the usual mean-
field approximations. Multiband model Hamiltonians4 with
parameters derived from the present calculations, as well hy-
brid localized-molecular ab initio methods,34 offer interest-
ing realizable perspectives for the near future.
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